
   The National Association of Gifted Children (NAGC) recently held their annual convention. One of the
featured speakers was Colin Seale, founder and CEO of Think Law (www.thinklaw.us). Think Law focuses
on the Educational Equity Equation Conversation which promotes critical thinking. In listening to Colin Seale
share, he made the statement: “Doing right is more important than being right.”
His example: a park with a sign similar to this:
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   Think about what this means. Does it refer to anything with wheels that can be driven? Does it apply to
motorized vehicles? What about wheelchairs, childrens’ bikes, little Jeeps, scooters, mopeds, etc.?

   Picture this scenario: a child falls off a swing and lands on his head. EMTs are called. If the EMTs follow
the rule, they must park the ambulance in the parking lot and carry a stretcher to the scene. This could take
several minutes for them to arrive to help the child. However, they could be there within seconds upon
arriving at the park if they drove the ambulance directly to the scene.  Which is better, being right and
following the sign, or doing the right thing to help the child?
   Now connect this to education. Is it more important being right or doing the right thing for our students?
This can apply to a lot of areas including: in-person vs remote learning, differentiation, grouping - flexible,
ability, small/large,etc, and priorities. As educators we claim our number one priority is our students and
what is best for them. However, it is quite easy to get caught up in all the rules and requirements (standards,
lesson plans, pacing guides, classroom management, etc.).and before we realize it, our focus has shifted
from doing the right thing to being right. Being right is following all ‘signs’ (rule/requirements with no
exceptions) and pushing through to make sure we can check them off and show we have accomplished
everything we need to. When this shift subtly takes place, how are our students affected? If we use the
‘signs’ as guides or goals, we keep our students’ needs as priorities. We open our creativity to enhance
lessons, differentiate instruction, incorporate students’ interests, ‘think outside the box’ to make learning fun
and memorable. When we do this, we find we have met the requirements and students will demonstrate
mastery because they enjoyed what they were learning.



   Be flexible. Be willing to ‘think outside the box’ by not allowing the standards/pacing guides to put you in a
box to begin with.
   In speaking with a teacher recently, this very topic came up and I was asked, “Do I have to stay within the
pacing guide and only use what it shows?” I sensed she was feeling a little guilt because she was not at the
place the guide said she should be nor using exactly what was listed to be used for teaching the standards
for this time of year. My response, “The pacing guide is just that, a guide. It is to encourage you to set a pace
but not to the point of moving ahead without student mastery. The resources are there in case you cannot
come up with anything else. As a teacher, you are the professional so feel free to create and use other
resources and strategies that will benefit your students.” She seemed very relieved then proceeded to tell me
how she uses the standards and pacing guide and incorporates her students’ interests, then creates cross-
curricular lessons that include research, projects, and more. In doing this, she has been able to cover several
standards which has enabled her class to move beyond where the pacing guide said they should be. Her
lessons include whole-brain methods and strategies proven to enhance memory and retention of information.
The students are completely engaged which has reduced disruptive behaviors. They demonstrate mastery of
the standards being taught. In observing her class, I noticed she allows for the students to take ownership in
learning. When one makes a connection, she is flexible enough to allow students to explain the connection
and come up with more. She stays positive, treats each student as if he/she were the only one in the room,
asks higher-order thinking questions to keep her students thinking, and gives time for group/buddy
discussions especially with tougher topics. In this real-life example, this teacher is doing the right thing for her
students instead of being right by following the pacing guide exactly as written.
   Let’s go one step further. Remote learning, hybrid learning, in-person learning. Do not let any one of these
situations put you in a box and hinder your creativity in teaching. Keep thinking ‘outside the box.’ Incorporate
your students’ interests and connect them to standards that need taught. Allow them to research and make
videos to share in Google Classroom or Zoom if and when remote learning is required. Encourage them to
be creative and take ownership of their learning. You will be surprised at what all is accomplished and how
much knowledge your students will gain and retain. Stay positive, make learning fun, use the ‘signs’ as
guides, and do the right things for your class. The rewards are priceless!
As Colin Seale said, “Doing right is more important than being right.”

Have a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!



"Buckminister Fuller created the 'Knowledge Doubling Curve'; he noticed that until 1900
human knowledge doubled approximately every century.   By the end of World War II
knowledge was doubling every 25 years.  Today things are not as simple as different types
of knowledge have different rates of growth.  Nanotechnology is doubling every two years
and clinical technology is doubling every 18 months.  On average human knowledge is
doubling every 13 months.  According to IBM, the build out of the "internet of things" will
lead to the doubling of knowledge every 12 hours.  Read more here!

This month's game is Thinkfun's 15 Puzzle. This puzzle develops critical skills and
builds logic and problem solving skills through fun gameplay! 15 Puzzle has
stainless steel construction and comes with a leatherette travel case and 31 multi-
level challenges.

The winners of October's drawing for “Fold It” are Kristina Williams from Belmont-
Harrison JVS, Sarah Schoeppner from Tusky Valley, and Morgan Haught from
Rolling Hills!

Sign up for this month's game here! (https://forms.gle/LNEqLjpEra7usYfd8)

The Knowledge Doubling Curve
Marina Colombo

http://www.industrytap.com/knowledge-doubling-every-12-months-soon-to-be-every-12-hours/
https://forms.gle/LNEqLjpEra7usYfd8
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Upcoming Events

December 4th
OAGC Coordinator
Workshop - Virtual

December 8th, 4:00pm
Rest and Recharge:
Managing and
Preventing Burnout -
virtual presentation

December 10
Hanukkah begins!

December 25th
Merry Christmas!!

December 26th
Kwanzaa begins!


